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The SoS has the power to take over the role of decision-maker 
from the CMA in relation to mergers that have a potential 
impact on the UK public interest (“public interest mergers”). 

The sectors to which these powers apply are limited by legis-
lation and cover the media sector (including newspapers, tele-
vision and radio), the need to maintain the stability of the UK 
financial system and the need to combat public health emer-
gencies.  The SoS has the power to extend these categories (for 
example, the financial stability criterion was added during the 
global financial crisis of autumn 2008 and the public health 
emergency ground was added in June 2020 in response to the 
COVID-19 crisis).  There is a new and separate review regime in 
relation to national security established by the National Security 
and Investment Act 2021 (“NSI Act”), under which the SoS can 
investigate transactions on national security grounds.  The NSI 
Act, which came into force on 4 January 2022, has replaced the 
previous provisions for public interest intervention in merger 
cases on the ground of national security.  The Investment Secu-
rity Unit (“ISU”) of BEIS and the SoS for BEIS exercise the 
supervisory powers under the NSI Act.  Experience to date indi-
cates that a far greater number of transactions will be scruti-
nised under this regime than under the previous public interest 
regime.  As the NSI regime is separate from the merger control 
regime, a detailed overview of the regime is beyond the scope 
of this chapter.

Under the remaining public interest merger regime, the CMA 
is responsible for investigating the impact of the merger on both 
public interest and competition issues.  However, the CMA is 
not the decision-maker, and reports its Phase 1 and Phase 2 
findings to the relevant SoS, who will make the final decision.  
The SoS is required to follow the CMA’s advice in relation to 
competition issues but can reach his/her own conclusions on 
any wider public interest issues.  The SoS will also be advised on 
relevant public interest aspects of the transaction by the Office 
of Communications (“Ofcom”), the sectoral regulator for the 
media, broadcasting and communications sector and/or any 
other relevant government departments or public bodies (for 
example, the Bank of England, the Financial Conduct Authority 
and HM Treasury might be involved where financial stability 
issues are at stake). 

Where a merger has no adverse impact on competition but 
is nevertheless found to be against the public interest, the SoS 
has the power to prohibit it or to make clearance conditional on 

1 Relevant Authorities and Legislation 

1.1 Who is/are the relevant merger authority(ies)?

The Competition and Markets Authority (“CMA”) is the primary 
merger enforcement body in the UK.  The CMA is a non- 
ministerial government department, governed by an inde-
pendent board, which combines executive and non-executive 
officers.  In addition, the CMA has a Panel of Independent 
Members, selected for their senior-level experience in relevant 
areas of business, economics, law or competition policy.  Groups 
of Panel Members are appointed to be the decision-makers 
in specified areas of UK competition law, including Phase 2 
merger investigations.

The CMA is the investigatory body and decision-maker for 
both Phase 1 and Phase 2 of UK merger control, although there is 
a formal separation of powers within the CMA between the two 
phases.  Phase 1 decisions on whether to clear a merger outright, 
clear it subject to conditions, or refer it for a full Phase 2 inves-
tigation are taken by the CMA Board (in practice, the Board’s 
Phase 1 decision-making powers are normally delegated to the 
Executive Director of the CMA’s Mergers and Markets Direc-
torate, or one of the Senior Directors or Directors of Mergers).  
The CMA is under a duty to trigger a Phase 2 investigation into 
any relevant merger situation that it believes has resulted or may 
be expected to result in a substantial lessening of competition, 
or it may accept remedies that address the substantial lessening 
of competition in lieu of a reference for a Phase 2 investigation.

Phase 2 decisions are taken by an inquiry group, comprising 
a panel of at least three and no more than five CMA Panel 
Members (“Inquiry Group”).  The Inquiry Group conducts a 
detailed investigation, reaches a final determination on whether 
a merger should be permitted or prohibited, and adopts remedies 
as required.  In addition, government ministers have the power 
to intervene in relation to certain cases that raise issues relevant 
to the UK public interest (see further below).  This role is usually 
exercised by the Secretary of State (“SoS”) for Business, Energy 
& Industrial Strategy (“BEIS”) (formerly Business, Innovation 
and Skills or “BIS”) although, since December 2010, the SoS 
for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport has been responsible for 
reviewing the public interest aspects of mergers in the media and 
broadcasting sectors.  The CMA is under a duty to advise the SoS 
of any mergers that may raise public interest issues (see below).
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water businesses have or intend to merge(d) and the turnover 
of the water business being taken over is at least £10 million 
(approximately €11.7 million or US$13.6 million at 2021 Euro-
pean Central Bank exchange rates), unless the only water enter-
prises already owned by the acquirer each have a turnover 
below £10 million.  Only the turnover from regulated water or 
sewerage services is taken into account.  Water mergers are not 
subject to the usual substantive test for assessment (see ques-
tion 4.1), but instead the assessment considers whether, after 
the merger, sufficient water businesses would remain to enable 
the Water Services Regulation Authority (“Ofwat”) to make 
comparisons between them.

In considering a water merger, the CMA must request, and 
Ofwat must provide, its assessment of the impact of the merger 
on its ability to regulate the water sector through such compar-
isons, as well as how any adverse impact weighs against the 
potential customer benefits flowing from the merger.

Energy
The Electricity Act 1989 regulates the UK electricity industry, 
and the Gas Act 1986 regulates the UK gas industry.  Mergers 
in these sectors are reviewed under the Enterprise Act in the 
normal way, although the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets 
(“Ofgem”) (the UK electricity and gas sector regulatory body) 
will typically hold its own public consultation about the merger 
and report its views on the impact of the merger to the CMA at 
Phase 1 and, where a reference is made, Phase 2.  Ofgem may 
also impose licence conditions or require licence modifications 
in light of the merger.

Rail
The Railways Act 1993 provides that the award of a franchise 
agreement to operate rail services may be considered a rele-
vant merger situation for the purposes of the Enterprise Act.  
Where the relevant thresholds are met, therefore, the CMA is 
responsible for the assessment of such mergers under the normal 
Enterprise Act regime.  On 15 March 2018, the CMA published 
revised guidance for the evaluation of competition issues in rail 
franchise awards.  The Office of Rail Regulation (the UK rail 
sector regulatory body) would normally also provide its views 
on the competitive impact of the merger to the CMA at Phase 1 
and, where a reference is made, Phase 2.

Airports and aviation
Mergers involving airports, airlines or other aspects of avia-
tion are reviewed in the normal way under the Enterprise Act, 
although the views of the Civil Aviation Authority (the UK 
airports and aviation sector regulator) on the competitive impact 
of a merger will normally be sought by the CMA at Phase 1 and, 
where a reference is made, Phase 2.

Financial services
In addition to the general merger control provisions of the Enter-
prise Act, mergers in the financial services sector are subject 
to the requirements of the Financial Services and Markets 
Act 2000 as regards notification to, and approval by, the Finan-
cial Conduct Authority and/or Prudential Regulation Authority.  
Failure to follow these requirements may be a criminal offence.

As noted above (see question 1.1), the public interest provisions 
of the Enterprise Act have been extended to apply in the finan-
cial services sector where there is a need to maintain the stability 
of the UK financial system.  Moreover, and also in response to 
the global financial crisis of 2008, the Banking (Special Provi-
sions) Act 2008 and the Banking Act 2009 both make provision 
for legislation to be disapplied or modified by the UK Govern-
ment where necessary to ensure financial stability.

remedies to remove the public interest concerns.  Public interest 
merger cases are relatively rare, with typically only one to three 
cases arising each year.  Under the regime, merging parties and 
their advisers must consider the possibility of an intervention 
notice being issued, particularly where the target is active in the 
media sector.  

Even where the public interest provisions are engaged, the 
SoS does not necessarily intervene.  Public interest interven-
tion powers have historically been used in relation to mergers in 
the defence, media and broadcasting sector, and to permit two 
major UK retail banks to merge during the 2008 financial crisis.  
Equally, there have been a number of cases where the SoS could 
have intervened but did not.

The SoS is also able to intervene in “special public interest” 
cases.  These are cases where the jurisdictional thresholds for 
competition-based merger control are not met (see question 2.4) 
but the merger nevertheless raises wider public interest concerns.  
These provisions are outlined in response to question 2.7.

1.2 What is the merger legislation?

The UK merger control legislation is contained in Part 3 of the 
Enterprise Act 2002 (“Enterprise Act”), which entered into force 
on 20 June 2003.  Various guidance documents have been published 
by the CMA (or published by its predecessor bodies, the Office of 
Fair Trading (“OFT”) and the Competition Commission (“CC”) 
and adopted by the CMA from 1 April 2014).  Two key guidance 
documents are “Mergers: Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and 
procedure” (CMA2 revised, January 2022), available at: https://
assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/up- 
loads/attachment_data/file/1044636/CMA2_guidance.pdf and 
“Merger Assessment Guidelines” (CMA129, 18 March 2021), 
available at: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/ 
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/986475/MAGs_
for_publication_2021_-.pdf.

After expiry of the Brexit Transition Period on 31 December 
2020, the EU Merger Regulation regime ceased to apply to the 
UK, other than in relation to certain transactions “in flight” 
prior to that date.  Transactions can now be subject to EU and 
UK merger control in parallel.

1.3 Is there any other relevant legislation for foreign 
mergers?

The NSI Act has fundamental implications for deal-planning in 
the UK and means, in particular, that national security consid-
erations must be assessed in addition to, but separately from, the 
merger regime.  However, the ISU will liaise closely with the 
CMA where a transaction is being considered under the NSI Act 
and the Enterprise Act.

Separately, the Industry Act 1975 contains provisions to enable 
the UK Government to prohibit the transfer into foreign owner-
ship of important UK manufacturing businesses.  However, 
these provisions have never been used and there is no sugges-
tion that they might be revived as part of the current govern-
ment’s new foreign investment policy.

1.4 Is there any other relevant legislation for mergers 
in particular sectors?

Water and sewerage
The Water Industry Act 1991 (as amended by the Water Act 2014) 
governs water and sewerage mergers.  It provides that the CMA 
has jurisdiction to examine a water merger where two or more 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1044636/CMA2_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1044636/CMA2_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1044636/CMA2_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1051823/MAGs_for_publication_2021_--_.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1051823/MAGs_for_publication_2021_--_.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1051823/MAGs_for_publication_2021_--_.pdf
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and/or goodwill.  In other words, the collection of assets and 
other elements must amount to a going concern, with a revenue 
stream directly derived from it.  The Supreme Court has clari-
fied that a transfer of a bundle of physical assets may be suffi-
cient to constitute an enterprise where: 
■ the acquirer gains something more than if the same assets 

had been purchased individually; and
■ the extra “something” is attributable to the fact that the 

acquired bundle was previously used for the activities of 
the target business (SCOP v CMA (2015)). 

It should also be noted that a business that has recently ceased 
trading (for example, because it is insolvent) can also amount to 
an “enterprise” for merger control purposes.

As regards the concept of “control”, the Enterprise Act provides 
for three levels:
■ De jure control – this corresponds to legal control, where 

an outright controlling interest is acquired.  Generally, 
a person will be considered to have de jure control where 
it has a shareholding of at least 50% plus one vote of all 
issued shares.

■ De facto control – this corresponds to a situation where a 
person does not have de jure control of the business 
through a majority shareholding but, in practice, is able 
to control the policy of the business because, for example, 
the structure of the shareholdings means that such person 
typically controls a majority of the votes actually cast at a 
shareholders’ meeting.  De facto control is determined on a 
case-by-case basis and can be conferred by shareholdings 
of 25–30% in certain circumstances, particularly if the 
remainder of the shareholder base is highly fragmented.  
“Policy” in this context (and in relation to material influ-
ence) essentially refers to the competitive conduct of the 
business, its strategic direction and commercial objectives.

■ Material influence – this corresponds to a situation where a 
person is not able to control the policy of a business but 
is able to materially influence it.  A shareholding above 
25% gives rise to a presumption of material influence, as 
such a shareholding will generally enable the holder to 
block special resolutions.  As in the case of de facto control, 
however, material influence is determined on a case-by-
case basis and a shareholding of around 15% has, in certain 
circumstances, been considered sufficient to constitute 
material influence, for example, where a shareholder in 
practice has the ability to block special resolutions due to 
the spread of other shareholdings and general patterns of 
attendance at shareholders’ meetings.  Other factors that 
will often point towards material influence include where 
the shareholder has the right to nominate a director of the 
business, or where the shareholder has key contracts with 
the business or key industry knowledge and insight, which 
means that its views will typically be carefully listened to 
(whether by the board or by other shareholders).  Condi-
tional rights to equity, such as convertible warrants, 
options, etc., can lead to a conclusion that the holder has 
material influence over the business.  This will be analysed 
on a case-by-case basis, although it is relatively rare that 
such rights on their own will be considered to confer mate-
rial influence until such time as they are exercised.  Mate-
rial influence is a lower level of control than decisive influ-
ence under the EU Merger Regulation.

Note that various shareholders can simultaneously have 
various levels of control.  Thus, the fact that one party has de 
jure or de facto control of a business does not rule out the possi-
bility that one or more others may have material influence over 
the same business.

Healthcare
On 1 July 2022, the Health and Social Care Act 2012 was amended 
to remove transactions between National Healthcare Service 
(“NHS”) foundation trusts from the CMA’s power of review.  
The intention is to promote collaboration within the NHS.  NHS 
England will continue to provide the CMA with information and 
assistance where relevant to the wider healthcare sector. 

Public interest issues
As noted above, the Enterprise Act creates provision for the SoS 
to intervene on public interest grounds in relation to mergers 
that may impact the media and broadcasting sectors (including 
newspapers, television and radio), mergers that may affect the 
financial stability of the UK and mergers that affect the UK’s 
ability to combat public health emergencies. 

National security 
As noted in response to question 1.1 and considered further 
below in response to question 1.5, the NSI Act enables the 
SoS to review transactions on national security grounds and 
has removed the SoS’s ability to intervene in merger reviews 
conducted by the CMA on national security grounds. 

Takeovers of listed public companies
See question 3.14 below.

1.5 Is there any other relevant legislation for mergers 
which might not be in the national interest?

As noted above, on 4 January 2022 the NSI Act came into force, 
establishing a new national security review regime for transac-
tions with a UK nexus.  The NSI Act contains a mandatory noti-
fication regime, requiring prior notification and clearance if a 
qualifying transaction relates to specified activities in one or 
more of 17 key sectors (including, but not limited to, artificial 
intelligence, civil nuclear, critical suppliers to government, data 
infrastructure, defence, energy, military and dual-use, satellite 
and space technologies, and transport).  This is underpinned by 
a call-in power, which enables the SoS to call in transactions for 
review where it considers that national security concerns may 
arise, based on a number of risk factors.  To reduce uncertainty 
surrounding the risk of a potential call-in and the consequential 
impact on the transaction timetable, parties have the option to 
submit a voluntary notification. 

Please also refer to the responses to question 1.1 above in 
respect of public interest mergers.

2 Transactions Caught by Merger Control 
Legislation

2.1 Which types of transaction are caught – in 
particular, what constitutes a “merger” and how is the 
concept of “control” defined?

UK merger control applies to “relevant merger situations”:
■ A merger situation will be “relevant” where it meets the 

jurisdictional thresholds (see further question 2.4). 
■ A “merger situation” occurs where two or more “enter-

prises” cease to be distinct (i.e. they are brought under 
common ownership or “control”). 

An “enterprise” is defined as comprising “the activities 
or part of the activities of a business”.  Broadly speaking, an 
enterprise comprises the assets needed to carry on the busi-
ness, usually together with the benefit of existing key contracts 
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therefore potentially be considered mergers, depending on 
the structure of the arrangements (for example, where a 
business, which is outsourcing functions that were previ-
ously provided in-house, transfers the relevant assets and 
staff to the future provider of the outsourced functions).  

2.4 What are the jurisdictional thresholds for 
application of merger control?

A merger that is proposed or in contemplation, or that has 
already taken place (subject to certain time limits), will qualify 
for investigation under the UK merger control regime if either 
of the following criteria is satisfied:
■ as a result of the merger, a share of at least 25% of the 

supply or purchase of goods or services of any descrip-
tion in the UK or a substantial part of it will be created or 
enhanced (“share of supply test”); or

■ the value of the turnover in the UK of the enterprise 
being taken over exceeds £70 million (approximately 
€81.9 million or US$95.2 million at 2021 European Central 
Bank exchange rates) (“turnover test”).

It is only necessary to meet one of these thresholds.
The share of supply test is not a market share test; it is not 

necessary to define the relevant product and geographic markets 
in order to assess whether the share of supply test is satisfied.  
The share of supply corresponds simply to a particular category 
of goods or services, regardless of whether that category would 
form a relevant product market for market analysis purposes, 
and the CMA has taken a broad approach to the share of supply 
test.  It is not unusual for the economic market definition to 
be different from the category of goods or services by refer-
ence to which the share of supply test is assessed.  For example, 
in Sabre/Farelogix (2020), the CMA asserted jurisdiction over 
the proposed acquisition of Farelogix by Sabre (both US tech-
nology and software companies that supplied technology solu-
tions to the travel industry).  Jurisdiction was established on the 
basis that Sabre’s share of the relevant services to UK airlines 
was above 25% and Farelogix supplied the relevant services to 
one UK airline (British Airways), which British Airways used to 
market interline segments in the context of its interline arrange-
ment with American Airlines, even though the revenue received 
for interline bookings with a British Airways segment was small 
and British Airways paid no fees to Farelogix.  The CMA’s 
assertion of jurisdiction was upheld by the Competition Appeal 
Tribunal (“CAT”).

Note that the test can also relate to a share of 25% of purchases 
being created or enhanced, as well as supplies. 

Where there is no aggregation of share, the share of supply 
test will not be satisfied, regardless of the level of existing shares 
(this test will, therefore, never be met by mergers that do not 
involve a horizontal overlap).  The concept of a “substantial 
part” of the UK has been generously interpreted, with areas as 
small as the UK towns of Slough (with a population of 122,000 
inhabitants at the time of the transaction in question) and East-
bourne (population of 95,000) being held to be “substantial” 
(although in the case of Eastbourne, at least, the tourist economy 
of some four million visitors each year was taken into account).

Note that the alternative supply-based tests under the public 
interest regime (see above and question 3.3 below) do not require 
an increase in the parties’ share of supply; accordingly, this test can 
be satisfied by a merger that does not involve a horizontal overlap.

In relation to the turnover test, turnover is assessed in a 
manner broadly similar to the methodology used under the EU 
Merger Regulation.  Note, however, that only the UK turnover 
is relevant and only the turnover of the target business(es) must 

A “merger situation” will occur for the purposes of UK law 
where one of these levels of control is acquired or when a share-
holder moves from one level of control to a higher level of control, 
e.g. from material influence to de facto control or de jure control.

2.2 Can the acquisition of a minority shareholding 
amount to a “merger”?

UK merger control does capture the acquisition of minority stakes, 
and action has been taken in past cases by the competition author-
ities in relation to competition concerns arising from such acqui-
sitions.  Both “de facto control” and “material influence” constitute 
minority levels of control, the acquisition of which can be suffi-
cient to trigger the application of UK merger control (provided the 
relevant jurisdictional thresholds are met – see further question 
2.4).  The meaning of “de facto control” and “material influence” is 
explained in response to question 2.1 above. 

An important point to note is that material influence is a 
lower level of control than decisive influence under the EU 
Merger Regulation.

2.3 Are joint ventures subject to merger control?

A joint venture will constitute a merger if the assets, etc. being 
put into the joint venture are sufficient to constitute an “enter-
prise” (see question 2.1) and those assets satisfy the jurisdic-
tional thresholds (see question 2.4, which also describes the 
particular rules for applying the turnover test to joint ventures).  
Whether the acquisition of joint control or a minority stake in a 
joint venture amounts to a merger situation for the purposes of 
UK merger control will often turn on the facts of the case and 
may require careful analysis.  For example:
■ A joint venture that will only supply goods and/or services 

to the parent businesses and has no “presence” on the wider 
market or dealings with third parties might be caught by UK 
merger control rules if the businesses making up the joint 
venture constitute enterprises (see question 2.1) that have 
ceased to be distinct from another (i.e. they are brought 
under common ownership or control – again, see question 
2.1).  Note that the application of UK merger control to joint 
ventures is very different in this respect to the approach of 
the EU Merger Regulation and there is no equivalent to the 
EU concept of a “full-function joint venture”.

■ A joint venture that is a brand-new start-up business that 
has not previously traded and is not acquiring an existing 
business from its parents (or an independent vendor) is 
unlikely to be subject to UK merger control, as there is no 
target enterprise that amounts to a going concern; there-
fore, no enterprise will have ceased to be distinct from its 
new owners.  This might be the case where a joint venture 
is created for a brand-new production business being built 
from scratch.

■ A joint venture that is purely contractual with no creation 
of a new legal entity as the vehicle for the joint venture 
activities could be subject to UK merger control.  There 
is no requirement that a joint venture must take a struc-
tural form to be subject to merger control.  The key issue is 
whether there is an enterprise that has ceased to be distinct 
as a consequence of the joint venture.  If the joint venture 
takes the form of a sale of assets from A to B and a supply 
contract from B back to A, for example, it is likely that 
(subject to the jurisdictional thresholds) UK merger control 
would apply, particularly if goodwill is included in the 
assets being transferred.  Outsourcing arrangements can 
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and currently cover mergers involving government contractors 
and certain media mergers.  In such cases, the SoS may take into 
account media or other considerations as they apply to public 
interest cases.  It should be noted that the public interest consid-
eration of the stability of the UK financial system does not apply 
to special public interest cases.  In special public interest cases, 
there is no jurisdiction to review any competition issues arising 
out of the merger; however, the SoS is able to take action in rela-
tion to any wider public interest concerns, including imposing 
conditions on the transaction or prohibiting it altogether.  At the 
time of writing, there have been two such special public interest 
cases, both concerning the defence sector.

2.8 Where a merger takes place in stages, what 
principles are applied in order to identify whether the 
various stages constitute a single transaction or a series 
of transactions?

As noted above, UK merger control recognises three levels of 
control: material influence; de facto control; and de jure control (see 
question 2.1).  Where a purchaser acquires control in stages, each 
acquisition that takes the purchaser to the next level of control 
triggers the CMA’s jurisdiction (potentially, therefore, a stag-
gered acquisition of outright control could result in three sepa-
rate merger control reviews).  Moreover, where a series of trans-
actions takes place between the same parties within a period of 
up to two years, the series will be treated as a single transaction 
occurring cumulatively on the date of the last step.  These provi-
sions mean that it is not possible to avoid UK merger control 
by dividing an acquisition into a series of small share purchases.

Where there is a series of connected transactions between 
various parties, the CMA will treat each separate change of control 
as a distinct merger.  Thus, for example, if party A is transferring 
business X to party B and, in exchange, party B is transferring 
business Y to party A, this will constitute two distinct mergers:
■ the change of control of business X; and 
■ the change of control of business Y.

If business A is being acquired by a consortium of X, Y and 
Z with a view to dividing the assets up, the CMA will typically 
treat the transaction as three distinct mergers: 
■ the transfer of control of part of A’s assets to X; 
■ the transfer of control of part of A’s assets to Y; and 
■ the transfer of control of part of A’s assets to Z. 

On the other hand, if parties A and B are both selling a busi-
ness to new joint venture vehicle C, which they will in turn 
jointly control, this will typically be considered a single trans-
action – the creation of joint venture C – notwithstanding that, 
technically, there are two changes of control.  In practice, the 
CMA will tend to analyse transactions in the manner that best 
reflects the reality of the situation, with the same Case Team 
reviewing all connected transactions in parallel, if appropriate.

3 Notification and its Impact on the Trans-
action Timetable

3.1 Where the jurisdictional thresholds are met, is 
notification compulsory and is there a deadline for 
notification?

Notification of a merger that meets the jurisdictional thresholds 
is not compulsory in the UK.  Accordingly, there is no dead-
line for notification, and the decision of whether to notify is a 
commercial one (see question 3.4).

be assessed.  In relation to joint ventures, where both/all parents 
are contributing assets to the new joint venture, the turnover for 
each of the businesses being put into the joint venture is aggre-
gated and the turnover test is assessed by reference to the total 
turnover of the businesses going into the joint venture.

Turnover will generally be considered UK turnover where 
customers are located in the UK or when the purchase or 
procurement decision is taken in the UK.  In Sabre/Farelogix 
(2021), the CAT found that British Airways received the benefit 
of the service through its agreement with American Airlines, 
which was sufficient to conclude that Farelogix’s services were 
supplied in the UK.

Where a merger does not meet the jurisdictional thresholds of 
the UK, it is possible, in certain circumstances, for the SoS to 
intervene on public interest grounds (see question 3.3).

2.5 Does merger control apply in the absence of a 
substantive overlap?

UK merger control can be triggered when there is no substantive 
overlap (and the share of supply test is not therefore satisfied) 
but the turnover threshold is met (see question 2.4).  However, 
there is no obligation to notify or to obtain clearance, so it is 
essentially a question of risk assessment whether to do so in such 
circumstances (see question 3.4).

2.6 In what circumstances is it likely that transactions 
between parties outside your jurisdiction (“foreign-to-
foreign” transactions) would be caught by your merger 
control legislation?

The Enterprise Act does not specifically require that any of the 
parent companies or the merging entities themselves should be 
UK-registered companies or carry out business in the UK.  It 
has been confirmed by the UK’s Court of Appeal that the CMA 
has jurisdiction to prohibit a foreign-to-foreign merger where 
the potential purchaser, although physically located outside the 
UK, carries out business in the UK (see Akzo Nobel v CC (2014)).  
For example, this occurred in the Diebold/Wincor Nixdorf case 
(2017), which involved a US company and a German company.  
The transaction was investigated by the CMA, and only cleared 
subject to divestment of one of the parties’ customer-operated 
ATM businesses in the UK to a purchaser approved by the CMA.

However, the manner in which the jurisdictional thresholds 
operate (see question 2.4) means that at least the target must 
be active in the UK, whether through a subsidiary or cross-
border sales, and the substantive assessment test (see question 
4.1) focuses on the competitive impact of the merger in the UK.

Moreover, since notification/clearance is not compulsory, it 
is often the case that a foreign-to-foreign transaction that meets 
the jurisdictional thresholds but has no substantive impact on 
competition in the UK would not be notified.

2.7 Please describe any mechanisms whereby the 
operation of the jurisdictional thresholds may be 
overridden by other provisions.

A merger that falls below the jurisdictional thresholds of the 
Enterprise Act may nevertheless be reviewed by the UK authori-
ties where the SoS considers it to be potentially against the public 
interest; these are referred to as “special public interest” cases.  
As with public interest mergers (see question 1.1), the categories 
of cases to which these powers apply are limited by legislation, 
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NSI Act) along with third parties (typically, customers and 
competitors).  The CMA may also learn about a cross-border 
merger through liaison with other national competition author-
ities who have received a (very often mandatory) notification of 
the merger in question.

Where the CMA hears about a non-notified merger, the 
Mergers Intelligence Committee may contact the parties and ask 
them about the merger in order to establish whether the juris-
dictional thresholds are met and, if so, to enquire about the 
competitive impact of the merger.  This preliminary investiga-
tion is undertaken using the CMA’s general powers to keep itself 
informed, rather than its merger control powers.  This approach 
enables the CMA to avoid commencing a merger investigation 
unless it considers that there is merit in devoting resources to 
the merger – even if the jurisdictional thresholds are met.  If the 
Mergers Intelligence Committee considers that there are poten-
tial competition issues that warrant investigation, the CMA will 
ask the parties to notify the transaction.  There is no stigma 
attached to not notifying and if the CMA subsequently learns 
about the merger and takes the initiative to ask the parties about 
it, it will not view the absence of notification as a negative factor.  
Updated guidance about the CMA’s mergers intelligence func-
tion was published in December 2020 (available at: https://as- 
sets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/up 
loads/attachment_data/file/947380/CMA56_dec_2020.pdf).

It should be noted that the CMA has powers to impose an 
“initial enforcement order” (“IEO”) (often also referred to as a 
“hold separate” interim order) on completed (and in more limited 
circumstances, anticipated) mergers to prevent any (further) 
integration or other pre-emptive action from taking place, and 
potentially to reverse any integration steps already taken (see 
question 3.8).  In practice, IEOs are imposed on substantially all 
completed mergers as soon as the CMA opens an investigation, 
usually in the form of a standard template order.  Depending 
on the circumstances of the case, it may be possible to negotiate 
derogations from some aspects of the IEO, or release from the 
order prior to formal clearance being granted (see further the 
response to question 3.7 below). 

The use of IEOs in anticipated mergers was historically less 
common, but has become increasingly frequent.  Such an order 
will not normally prevent formal legal completion of the trans-
action, but it will restrict any integration steps being taken either 
before or after completion. 

Finally, the CMA can order the reversal of any integration 
steps that may already have been taken.  These powers must be 
taken into account in considering whether to proceed with the 
merger without notification and/or clearance, and are discussed 
further in response to question 3.7 below.

A further point to note is that the CMA’s guidance on its juris-
diction and procedure warns that mergers that are completed 
without notification may have to be reviewed within a shorter 
period than the full 40 working days, if the long-stop deadline 
for a Phase 2 reference of four months is approaching (see ques-
tion 5.11).  If the Phase 1 review is curtailed to the extent that the 
CMA cannot gather sufficient evidence to satisfy itself that the 
merger does not give rise to competition concerns, it may take 
the cautious approach and refer it for a Phase 2 investigation in 
circumstances where, had there been more time, a Phase 2 refer-
ence would not have been necessary.

3.5 Is it possible to carve out local completion of a 
merger to avoid delaying global completion?

Since prior clearance is not mandatory in the UK, there is no 
need to delay completion to await UK clearance, or to carve out 

3.2 Please describe any exceptions where, even though 
the jurisdictional thresholds are met, clearance is not 
required.

Except as described above in relation to mergers that impact 
national security, notification is not mandatory in the UK and 
clearance is not required in order to complete a transaction (see 
questions 3.3 and 3.7).  Where the CMA investigates a merger 
and identifies material competition concerns, there are limited 
exceptions to its duty to refer the merger for a Phase 2 investiga-
tion (see question 4.1).

3.3 Is the merger authority able to investigate 
transactions where the jurisdictional thresholds are not 
met? When is this more likely to occur and what are the 
implications for the transaction?

Where a merger does not meet the jurisdictional thresholds of 
the UK, it is possible, in certain circumstances, for the SoS to 
intervene on public interest grounds if the merger would fall 
within the scope of the UK merger control regime if the usual 
share of supply and turnover thresholds (set out above) were 
disregarded, and the merger involves either: 
■ the share of newspapers of a particular description; or
■ broadcasting of any description, carried out in the UK or 

a substantial part of it, and at least 25% of the media is 
supplied by the person or persons by whom one of the 
enterprises concerned is carried on.  (There is no require-
ment that the share of supply must increase as a result of 
the merger.)

Where these conditions are met, a “special merger situation” 
arises.  There is no competition assessment in such cases, and no 
merger fee is payable to the CMA.  The only question is whether 
the creation of the special merger situation operates or may be 
expected to operate against one or more of the public interest 
considerations set out in section 58 of the Enterprise Act.  
Special public interest interventions are not common, and to the 
extent they have arisen, they have generally related to govern-
ment contractors in the defence sector.

See also question 2.4 on the broad approach that the CMA 
has taken to the share of supply test. 

3.4 Where a merger technically requires notification 
and clearance, what are the risks of not filing? Are there 
any formal sanctions?

The parties to a qualifying merger are not under any obligation 
to notify it to the CMA and there are no sanctions or black-
listing-type consequences of not filing.

It is perfectly acceptable not to notify a merger that meets 
the jurisdictional thresholds.  However, anticompetitive mergers 
that are completed without notification and clearance can create 
difficulties for the parties if the CMA ultimately decides that the 
merger should be prohibited and subject to divestment, although 
this is a risk that the parties are entitled to take.

The fact that a merger is not notified by the parties does not, 
however, mean that it will not be scrutinised under the merger 
control regime.  The CMA has the power to review mergers 
regardless of whether they are notified, and has a dedicated 
Mergers Intelligence Committee responsible for monitoring 
merger activity in the UK.  It obtains information about mergers 
from a variety of sources, including the press (national, local, 
trade and business), government, regulatory and other public 
bodies (including the ISU, if a notification is made under the 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/947380/CMA56_dec_2020.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/947380/CMA56_dec_2020.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/947380/CMA56_dec_2020.pdf
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3.7 What is the timeframe for scrutiny of the merger by 
the merger authority? What are the main stages in the 
regulatory process? Can the timeframe be suspended by 
the authority?

Phase 1 
Since 1 April 2014, there has been a statutory timeframe for all 
Phase 1 investigations.  The statutory timetable starts to run the 
day after the CMA notifies the parties that the notification (see 
question 3.10 below) is complete or that it has received suffi-
cient information in response to its own-initiative enquiries.  
The CMA then has a period of 40 working days within which 
to decide whether to refer the merger for a Phase 2 investigation 
(the CMA’s “Phase 1 decision”), after which time it will usually 
lose the ability to refer.  However, the CMA considers it best 
practice for parties to engage in “pre-notification discussions”, 
which will involve the CMA reviewing the parties’ draft submis-
sion and requesting additional information until it considers the 
notification complete.  This period can last a couple of weeks 
or a number of months, depending on the complexity of the 
competition issues and markets affected by the merger.

Practical guidance on how to notify the CMA of a merger is 
available on the CMA’s website (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/
mergers-how-to-notify-the-cma-of-a-merger).  Where parties 
wish to proactively notify a merger to the CMA, it is necessary 
to submit a Merger Case Team Allocation Request Form (avail-
able at the previous webpage (updated December 2020)).

If the CMA decides that its statutory duty to refer the merger 
for a Phase 2 investigation has been engaged, the parties then 
have a period of five working days from the Phase 1 decision 
within which they may propose remedies to remove the compe-
tition concerns.  The CMA must decide whether Phase 1 reme-
dies (known as “undertakings in lieu”, see question 5.4) are 
acceptable in principle within 10 working days of its Phase 1 
decision.  If it decides that they are, it has a period of up to 
50 working days from the Phase 1 decision to consider, consult 
and accept the undertakings.  This period can be extended by 
a further 40 working days, such that the CMA has a maximum 
of 90 working days from the date of its Phase 1 decision within 
which to accept undertakings in lieu.

If a Phase 2 reference is made, for anticipated transactions, 
the timetable can be suspended by up to three weeks if the 
parties are considering whether to abandon the transaction (in 
which case, the Phase 2 investigation will not proceed).  If, on 
the other hand, the parties clearly wish to proceed, Phase 2 can 
commence without any suspension of time.

Phase 2 
Once it is clear that the parties wish to proceed, the CMA 
Inquiry Group has 24 weeks to complete its Phase 2 investi-
gation (although it has stated that it will aim to complete its 
review more quickly than that).  This period may be extended 
at the CMA’s discretion by up to eight weeks for special reasons.  
Extensions have become fairly common in more complex cases 
where additional time is required by the Inquiry Group and 
CMA staff to complete the competition analysis.

The CMA Inquiry Group then has a further 12 weeks from 
the date of the Phase 2 decision within which it must take any 
decision on remedies.  This period can be extended by no more 
than six weeks where the CMA considers there to be special 
reasons for doing so (see further question 5.4).  The maximum 
duration of Phase 2 is, therefore, 50 weeks.

Suspension of time limits 
All the above time limits (Phase 1, Phase 2 and remedies) can be 
suspended where the parties fail to respond in time, or fully, to 

the UK aspects of the transaction pending UK clearance.  The 
factors to be taken into account in deciding whether to notify in 
the UK are discussed above (see question 3.4). 

In some situations, it may be possible to complete the trans-
action in other jurisdictions and carve out the UK part of the 
deal pending competition clearance (as occurred in relation to 
Diebold/Wincor Nixdorf (2017), for example).  This will depend on 
the structure of the transaction and of the businesses concerned.  
It is also important to note that the CMA has powers to require 
and enforce the continued separation of the merging businesses 
globally pending the conclusion of its investigation (see ques-
tion 3.8).

3.6 At what stage in the transaction timetable can the 
notification be filed?

Mergers caught by UK merger control can be notified before or 
after completion, since there is no requirement to seek clearance 
prior to completion. 

The merger or the merger plans must, however, be consid-
ered to be in the public domain before a notification is filed, as 
the CMA will need to publicise the notification and will consult 
third parties.  A planned merger can be notified from the point 
at which the structure is reasonably clear and stable, and confi-
dentiality about the planned merger is not a concern. 

As regards public offers, notification can be made at any 
point after the intention to bid has been announced – there is no 
requirement to wait until the offer itself has been made (indeed, 
with a pre-conditional public offer, announcement of the 
intention to make an offer is made before the offer document 
has been posted to shareholders, because the offer cannot be 
formally made until and unless competition clearance is received 
– see question 3.14).  Furthermore, the CMA has discretion not 
to refer a proposed merger for a Phase 2 investigation where it 
considers that the merger is not sufficiently advanced or is not 
sufficiently likely to proceed.

Where a merger remains confidential, it is possible to seek 
“informal advice” from the CMA in relation to the likeli-
hood of a Phase 2 investigation being required.  This process is 
conducted in strictest confidence, without third-party consulta-
tion.  It is not possible to use the informal advice process simply 
to gain reassurance from the CMA that a proposed merger does 
not give rise to competition concerns – there must be a genuine 
issue on which the CMA’s advice is sought, whether relating to 
jurisdictional issues or the substantive assessment of the merger.  
Parties are, therefore, expected to articulate to the CMA the 
potential jurisdictional or substantive concern.

Informal advice is not binding on the CMA.  For example, if 
subsequent third-party consultation reveals competition concerns 
of which the CMA was not previously aware, its ultimate decision 
on whether to refer may differ from the informal advice previ-
ously given.

It is also possible, once a merger agreement has been signed, 
to seek guidance from the Mergers Intelligence Committee on 
whether a merger is likely to be investigated.  Following submis-
sion of a briefing note, the CMA will either follow up with 
further questions, open an investigation or indicate that it does 
not have any further questions.  This can be a useful source 
of reassurance for the parties to qualifying mergers that do not 
raise material competition concerns about the risk of deciding 
not to notify.  Nonetheless, this does not preclude further ques-
tions at a later stage and, if further information comes to light, 
the CMA may open an investigation at any point until the expiry 
of the four-month statutory period set out in section 24 of the 
Enterprise Act.
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guidance on the use of IEOs and derogations (https://www.
gov.uk/government/publications/interim-measures-and-derog- 
ations-guidance-and-templates), which emphasises that dero-
gation requests should be sufficiently specified, reasoned and 
evidenced.  It also provides some useful examples of the types 
of derogation requests that will typically be granted (such as the 
provision of back office support services by the acquirer to the 
target) and the types of derogation requests that will typically 
not be granted (for example, the transfer of sales functions from 
the target company to the acquirer).  In relation to derogation 
requests relating to the flow of information between the target 
and the acquirer, ring-fencing arrangements may be required to 
limit the potential impact of granting the derogation request.  
For example, where a listed company requires certain monthly 
financial information about the target business, a derogation 
may require this information to be disclosed only to individuals 
who do not have any involvement in the day-to-day commer-
cial activity of the parent business.  Any request for a derogation 
should be made using the template request form available on 
the CMA’s website (https://www.gov.uk/government/publica-
tions/interim-measures-and-derogations-guidance-and-templa- 
tes).  Where more than one derogation is being requested, all 
the requests should ideally be collated and submitted together, 
rather than submitting separate requests over a period of time.

At Phase 2, an existing Phase 1 IEO may be adopted and 
extended (and amended if required), i.e. into an IO.  The CMA’s 
policy of imposing IEOs on nearly all completed mergers means 
that it would be very unusual for the parties to a completed 
merger not to be subject to a Phase 1 IEO.  There is, addition-
ally, a general provision under the Enterprise Act that operates to 
prevent any further integration steps from being taken in relation 
to a completed merger during Phase 2 without the CMA’s consent.

As regards anticipated mergers, even if no order is in place, 
the statutory restriction under the Enterprise Act on “dealing 
in shares” will apply, preventing the parties from completing a 
merger by share acquisition, subject to an important exception.  
The purchaser is permitted to complete and take legal title to 
shares where it is legally obliged to do so pursuant to an obliga-
tion assumed before the Phase 2 reference was made – e.g. where 
a conditional share purchase agreement entered into before the 
reference becomes unconditional after the reference.  The prohi-
bition on dealing does not apply to anticipated asset purchases.

Generally, the CMA will reach a decision on a case-by-case 
basis as to whether Phase 2 hold separate arrangements are 
required (including where an anticipated merger is completed 
during the reference period, or where the merger will take the 
form of an asset purchase).  As mentioned above, Phase 2 hold 
separates can be imposed by way of an IO or can be given volun-
tarily by the parties in the form of undertakings.  As at Phase 
1, such provisions would typically be aimed at preventing the 
parties from proceeding with the transaction (if not already 
completed), preventing the exercise of any voting rights already 
acquired, and/or preventing any integration of the merging 
businesses pending conclusion of the Phase 2 investigation.

The powers to impose administrative penalties for breach 
of an IEO/IO were first used in mid-2018, with Electro Rent 
being fined £100,000 for breach of an IO.  The CMA found 
that Electro Rent had failed to notify it of action it had taken 
in breach of the IO, namely the termination of the lease over its 
UK premises.  The breach was considered particularly serious 
because one of the remedies being considered by the CMA was 
the sale of Electro Rent’s UK business, including the lease of its 
UK premises.  Electro Rent unsuccessfully appealed this deci-
sion to the CAT.  These fining powers have since been used on a 
number of further occasions.  Until October 2021, the maximum 
fine imposed for breach of an IEO was £325,000.  In October 

a formal information request.  Time will cease to run until the 
parties have provided the required information.  This power to 
“stop the clock” is regularly used.  Further information on the 
CMA’s powers to gather information is set out in question 4.5.

The timeframe for assessment may also be extended where 
the public interest provisions of the Enterprise Act are triggered 
(see further question 1.1).

3.8 Is there any prohibition on completing the 
transaction before clearance is received or any 
compulsory waiting period has ended? What are the 
risks of completing before clearance is received? Have 
penalties been imposed in practice?

As explained above in response to questions 3.1 and 3.3, noti-
fication is not compulsory under UK merger control rules and 
there is no prohibition on completing before receipt of clearance.

However, the CMA has extensive powers to prevent the inte-
gration of merging businesses pending clearance, which can be 
used in relation to both completed and anticipated mergers:
■ an IEO can be imposed without negotiation on the parties 

at Phase 1 of a CMA investigation;
■ an interim order (“IO”) can be imposed at Phase 2 (which 

replaces any IEO imposed at Phase 1); and
■ “interim undertakings” can be agreed with the merging 

parties at Phase 2 (typically after provisional findings in rela-
tion to an anticipated merger) (which also replace any IEO 
imposed in Phase 1), together known as “Interim Measures”.

In addition:
■ where the CMA believes that some integration has already 

taken place, it can order it to be reversed, i.e. by imposing 
an Unwinding Order on the parties; and

■ the CMA can impose fines of up to 5% of the total world-
wide turnover of an infringing business’s group for failure to 
comply with Interim Measures without reasonable excuse.

Since 1 April 2014, the CMA has imposed IEOs very swiftly 
at the outset of Phase 1 on almost all completed mergers that 
it is considering (one notable exception is Atos Medical/Country-
wide Supplies (2015)).  Such orders will usually follow the CMA’s 
standard template order, which was updated in December 2021 
and is available on the CMA’s website at: https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/interim-measures-and-derogations- 
guidance-and-templates.  IEOs are kept in place throughout 
the investigation for more complex cases (or replaced with IOs 
during Phase 2) but are frequently released during the course 
of Phase 1 in cases where the CMA becomes satisfied that the 
merger in question is likely to be cleared unconditionally. 

As noted above in response to question 3.3, the use of IEOs 
in anticipated mergers (i.e. those that have not been completed) 
was historically less common, but has recently become increas-
ingly frequent.  Such an order will not normally prevent formal 
legal completion of the transaction, unless there are unusual 
circumstances that could mean that the act of completion itself 
would constitute pre-emptive action.  The CMA’s guidance 
suggests that this might be the case where, for example, the 
act of completion would directly lead to the loss of key staff or 
management or operational capability for the acquired business.  
It notes that this is more likely to occur in an asset acquisition 
than where a functioning business is being acquired.  However, 
the order will restrict any integration steps being taken either 
before or after completion.

Businesses that are subject to an IEO (whether in relation 
to an anticipated or completed merger) can apply to the CMA 
for a derogation from the order for specific actions pending the 
conclusion of the CMA’s investigation.  The CMA has published 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/interim-measures-and-derogations-guidance-and-templates
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merger through a third party or on its own initiative and send 
an enquiry letter to the parties to a merger.  The enquiry letter 
is likely to commence by requesting information to enable the 
CMA to establish whether it has jurisdiction over the transac-
tion, and whether there are likely to be competition concerns 
arising from the merger.  If the Mergers Intelligence Committee 
reaches the view that the CMA has jurisdiction and that there is 
merit in devoting resources to investigating the merger, further 
questions will be asked.  Ultimately, the information requested 
will be similar to what the parties would have provided had 
they notified the merger voluntarily using a Merger Notice.  In 
particular, the statutory timetable (see question 3.7) does not 
start to run until the CMA confirms that it has received all 
necessary information.

The Merger Notice requires information about:
■ the parties and their representatives;
■ the arrangements that will bring about the merger, 

including the parties, the type of transaction, the amount 
and form of the consideration (i.e. price), the key terms, 
the timing, the strategic and economic rationale for the 
merger, which other jurisdictions it is being notified in and 
the ownership structure both before and after the merger;

■ a brief description of the businesses of the merging parties 
and their groups;

■ information about any other transactions between the 
parties in the last two years, or any transactions by any of 
the parties that involved the same market sectors as the 
present merger;

■ information explaining why the jurisdictional thresholds 
are met, including turnover information;

■ certain supporting documentation, including press releases, 
the merger transaction documents, published annual 
accounts, the business plans of each party and any docu-
ments prepared for the board of directors or senior manage-
ment which set out the rationale for the transaction or 
analyse the competitive impact of the merger;

■ any reports, presentations, studies, internal analyses, 
industry/market reports or analysis (including customer 
research and pricing studies) from the last two years in 
either party’s possession which were prepared for the board 
of directors or senior management and which consider the 
competitive conditions in markets where there is a hori-
zontal overlap between the parties;

■ a description of the “counterfactual” – i.e. likely market 
conditions in the absence of the merger;

■ information on the markets where there is a horizontal 
and/or vertical overlap between the purchaser and the 
target and where they supply related products or services;

■ a description of the narrowest and any plausible alternative 
relevant economic product/service market(s) where there 
is a horizontal or vertical overlap between the parties or 
where they supply related products or services;

■ share of supply for the parties in each of the possible 
markets;

■ as regards horizontal overlaps:
■ a discussion of the conditions of competition in each 

of the relevant markets, including the degree of rivalry 
between the parties and other principal suppliers in 
the market;

■ in bidding markets, bidding data about past contract 
tender processes;

■ discussion of any increase in the merged entity’s buyer 
power; and

■ information about loss of potential competition between 
the merging parties;

■ as regards any vertical overlaps, discussion of any vertical 
effects of the merger, including any foreclosure effects;

2021, the CMA imposed a fine of £50.5 million for breach of 
an IEO in Facebook/GIPHY.  The penalty decision, which was 
upheld on appeal to the CAT, concerned the submission of fort-
nightly compliance statements with significant qualifications, 
not informing the CMA that a supplier had experienced a loss 
of service exceeding 24 hours, and changes to key staff without 
the CMA’s prior consent.  The CMA has subsequently imposed 
two further substantial penalties in 2022 for breach of an IEO/
IO, including a fine of £1.5 million in Facebook/GIPHY for not 
seeking prior consent for changes to key staff and a fine of nearly 
£4.7 million in JD Sports/Footasylum for sharing commercially 
sensitive information, not self-reporting exchanges of confiden-
tial information to the CMA, and not establishing appropriate 
safeguards to ensure compliance with the IO.  

The CMA updated its guidance on Interim Measures on 21 
December 2021.  The revised guidance emphasises the steps 
that the CMA considers necessary, at a minimum, to ensure 
effective compliance with Interim Measures, including tailored 
guidance and staff training, periodic internal written communi-
cations and clear governance structures to oversee compliance. 

On 28 February 2019, the CMA imposed an Unwinding Order 
for the first time on Tobii AB, Smartbox Assistive Technology 
Limited and Sensory Software International Limited in relation 
to Tobii’s completed acquisition of Smartbox and Sensory Soft-
ware.  This was due to concerns that action taken prior to the 
imposition of the IO in this matter might have prejudiced the 
CMA’s investigation and/or ability to take any required action.  
An Unwinding Order was also imposed in relation to Bottomline/
Experian (2019).  Following Phase 2 investigations, the CMA has 
also required the parties to unwind transactions in, for example, 
TVS Europe Distribution/3G Truck and Trailer Parts (2021), Face-
book/GIPHY (2021) and Veolia/Suez (2022).

In addition, on 15 January 2019, the CMA published guid-
ance setting out a tightening-up of the CMA’s approach to 
requests for internal documents fully and accurately.  The guid-
ance makes clear that the CMA is likely to use its compulsory 
information-gathering powers as standard in future where 
internal documents are requested in merger investigations (see 
further: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/u 
ploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/925400/Internal 
_documents_in_merger_investigations.pdf).  The CMA has 
issued penalties on several occasions in this regard.

3.9 Is a transaction which is completed before 
clearance deemed to be invalid? If so, what are the 
practical consequences? Can validity be restored by a 
subsequent clearance decision?

As explained above (see question 3.4), it is not necessary to obtain 
clearance prior to completing a merger in the UK.  However, the 
CMA has discretionary powers to suspend all integration steps 
from the outset of a Phase 1 inquiry in respect of both antici-
pated and completed mergers, as well as powers to reverse any 
integration steps that have already been taken (see questions 3.8 
and 5.6).  See question 3.8 for penalties that have been imposed 
for breaching IEOs/IOs.

3.10 Where notification is required, is there a prescribed 
format?

All notifications must be made using the prescribed CMA 
Merger Notice (updated in November 2017), which is available 
here: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mergers- 
forms-and-fee-information.

In addition (given that notification is not compulsory), the 
CMA’s Mergers Intelligence Committee may find out about a 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/925400/Internal_documents_in_merger_investigations.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/925400/Internal_documents_in_merger_investigations.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/925400/Internal_documents_in_merger_investigations.pdf
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Sainsbury’s/ASDA (2018); a merger concerning horizontal links 
in the equity crowdfunding platforms sector, Crowdcube/Seedrs 
(2020); a joint venture concerning the telecoms sector, Liberty 
Global/Telefónica (2020); and a merger concerning horizontal 
risks in the container handling equipment sector, Cargotec/Kone-
cranes (2021).  A request for a fast-track reference is made without 
prejudice to the parties’ view that the merger would not lead to 
a substantial lessening of competition in any market in the UK.  
Accordingly, requesting a fast-track reference does not involve 
any admission in relation to the merits of the case; it is simply an 
acknowledgment that the case is too complex to resolve within 
the limitations of the Phase 1 process.

Parties can also submit a request for a fast-track consideration 
of undertakings in lieu with the objective of proceeding more 
quickly to a Phase 1 clearance decision with remedies.  Such a 
request would typically be made early during the Phase 1 inves-
tigation or during pre-notification discussions.  However, in 
contrast to the process for a fast-track reference to a Phase 2 
investigation, the parties are required to accept in writing that 
the test for a Phase 2 reference is met (i.e. it may be the case that 
the merger may result or has resulted in a substantial lessening 
of competition – see question 4.1).  The parties must also agree 
to waive their normal Phase 1 procedural rights.

In addition, in a Phase 2 investigation, parties may “concede” 
that a merger leads to a substantial lessening of competition 
within (a) specific market(s) for goods or services in the UK, 
by waiving their right to challenge that position, in order to 
facilitate the efficient conduct of the case.  In its guidance, the 
CMA indicates that it is likely to consider such requests where 
the “concession” would aid the alignment of the CMA’s reme-
dies process with proceedings in other jurisdictions or where it 
enables the CMA and parties to focus their efforts during the 
remainder of the CMA’s substantive assessment on other areas.

3.12 Who is responsible for making the notification? 

No party is responsible for notifying as there is no obligation to 
notify (see question 3.1).  Where the merger situation is an acqui-
sition, the acquirer will typically take the lead in preparing any 
notification.  Where two enterprises are merging or forming a 
joint venture, the parents will typically prepare a joint notifica-
tion.  The CMA Merger Notice (see question 3.10 above) can be 
prepared and submitted by any person carrying on one of the 
businesses to which the notified merger relates, or by the author-
ised representative of such a person (e.g. their lawyers).  The 
Merger Notice must be signed by the notifying person (or its 
authorised representative), and if the notification is made jointly, 
by both/all of the notifying parties.

3.13 Are there any fees in relation to merger control?

Merger fees are levied by the CMA and are as follows:
■ where the target’s UK turnover is £20 million (approxi-

mately €23.4 million or US$27.2 million at 2021 European 
Central Bank exchange rates) or less, the filing fee will be 
£40,000 (approximately €46,800 or US$54,390);

■ where the target’s UK turnover is greater than £20 million 
(approximately €23.4 million or US$27.2 million) but less 
than or equal to £70 million (approximately €81.9 million 
or US$95.2 million), the filing fee will be £93,600 (approx-
imately €89,900 or US$108,800);

■ where the target’s UK turnover is over £70 million (approx-
imately €81.9 million or US$95.2 million), but less than 
or equal to £120 million (approximately €140.4 million or 
US$163.2 million), the filing fee will be £120,000 (approx-
imately €140,400 or US$163,200); and

■ as regards conglomerate effects, details of any related 
products or services produced or supplied by the merging 
parties;

■ information on the extent of any barriers to entry;
■ information on the extent of any countervailing customer 

power;
■ discussion of any efficiencies or customer benefits arising 

out of the merger; and
■ contact details for both merger parties’ relevant customers, 

competitors, suppliers and any potential new market 
entrants, as well as for any regulatory authorities and trade 
associations relevant to the markets concerned.

Where supporting documentation is in a foreign language, it 
would usually be appropriate to provide a translation.  There are 
no documentation formalities, such as a requirement for copies 
or translations to be notarised, etc.

The information requirements of the CMA Merger Notice are 
fairly onerous.  However, the CMA may be willing to grant dero-
gations from the obligation to provide certain pieces or catego-
ries of information required in the Merger Notice, particularly 
in cases that are unlikely to give rise to substantive competition 
concerns.  This can be discussed with the Case Team.

As noted in the response to question 3.6, the CMA encour-
ages pre-notification discussions on the basis of a draft notifi-
cation submitted by the parties to the Case Team.  This is at the 
parties’ discretion; however, the CMA considers it best practice.  
As noted, requests for derogations from the information require-
ments in the Merger Notice can also be made during pre-notifi-
cation discussions.  Depending on the complexity of the merger, 
the number of markets potentially affected and the extent of 
possible competition concerns, pre-notification discussions can 
take a number of weeks or even months.

3.11 Is there a short form or accelerated procedure for 
any types of mergers? Are there any informal ways in 
which the clearance timetable can be speeded up?

As there is no obligation to seek clearance prior to completion of 
a merger, the question of whether to seek prior clearance, particu-
larly in relation to a “no issues” transaction, is a purely commercial 
decision (see question 3.4).  Accordingly, there is no “fast-track” 
CMA clearance process for mergers that meet the jurisdictional 
thresholds but raise no competition concerns: such mergers can 
simply proceed without notification or prior clearance.

The CMA does, however, offer a fast-track reference to a 
Phase 2 investigation for cases where the CMA finds a concern 
with the merger that affects the whole (or substantially all of ) 
the transaction and not just one part (which could be dealt with 
by undertakings in lieu).  This procedure accelerates the process 
leading up to a Phase 2 reference and is not available in rela-
tion to a Phase 1 clearance.  The parties are expected to waive 
their normal Phase 1 procedural rights and (absent any issues 
relating to public interest intervention – see further question 1.1) 
the CMA would expect to make a fast-track reference within 
10 to 15 working days (although the CMA took slightly longer, 
18 working days, to make a fast-track reference in Sainsbury’s/
ASDA (2018)).  This procedure is not often used in practice.  
At the time of writing, fast-track references have been sought 
from the CMA, and granted, in only eight such cases: a tele-
coms sector merger, BT/EE (2015); a merger of bookmakers 
and betting shops, Ladbrokes/Coral (2016); a merger concerning 
vertical links in the groceries/supermarket sector, Tesco/Booker 
(2017); an NHS healthcare merger, Central Manchester University 
Hospitals/University Hospital of South Manchester (2017); a merger 
concerning horizontal links in the groceries/supermarket sector, 
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3.15 Will the notification be published?

Phase 1 notifications made to the CMA are not published; 
however, the CMA will publish an “invitation to comment”, 
stating that it is considering whether the transaction gives rise to 
a qualifying merger situation (and if so, whether it has resulted 
or may be expected to result in a substantial lessening of compe-
tition within any market(s) in the UK for goods or services), and 
inviting comments from any interested parties.  The invitation 
to comment is based on standard wording and does not include 
detailed information about the transaction.  During its inves-
tigation, the CMA will actively contact third parties (such as 
customers and suppliers) (see question 4.4).  A non-confidential 
version of the Phase 1 decision will be published.

At Phase 2, there is a much higher degree of transparency 
regarding the parties’ and others’ submissions to the CMA and 
non-confidential versions of the majority of submissions will be 
published on the CMA’s website.  The CMA will also publish 
various papers and findings during the course of the investiga-
tion, as well as a non-confidential version of its final decision.  In 
a number of cases, the CMA has published the non-confidential 
Phase 1 notification in Phase 2.

4 Substantive Assessment of the Merger 
and Outcome of the Process

4.1 What is the substantive test against which a 
merger will be assessed?

The substantive test against which a merger will be assessed 
under the Enterprise Act by the CMA is whether it has resulted 
or may be expected to result in a substantial lessening of compe-
tition.  Very broadly, the UK test is applied in a similar manner 
to the substantive assessment test under the EU Merger Regula-
tion and to analysis under the US merger control regime.

In relation to public interest mergers (see question 1.1), the 
merger will also be reviewed by reference to its impact on public 
interest.  Special public interest mergers (see question 2.7) will 
be considered by reference only to public interest considera-
tions, excluding any competition-related issues.  Water mergers 
are assessed by reference to a different test (see question 1.4).

The CMA is under a duty to refer mergers for a Phase 2 inves-
tigation where it believes that it may be the case that the merger 
may result or has resulted in a substantial lessening of compe-
tition.  The CMA will refer a merger where it has a reasonable 
belief, objectively justified by relevant facts, that there is a “real-
istic prospect” that the merger will substantially lessen competi-
tion.  The courts have clarified that this threshold is met where 
there is a “more than fanciful” prospect of a substantial less-
ening of competition.  This is a materially lower threshold than 
the standard of proof at Phase 2, where a merger will be assessed 
on the basis of the balance of probabilities, i.e. whether it is 
“more likely than not” that the merger will give rise to a substan-
tial lessening of competition.

There are limited circumstances where, even though the duty 
to refer is triggered, the CMA nevertheless has discretion to 
clear the merger:
■ first, where the merger has not yet been completed, the 

CMA does not have to refer the merger if it believes that 
the merger plans are not sufficiently advanced or not suffi-
ciently likely to proceed;

■ second, regardless of whether the merger has been 
completed, the CMA’s duty to refer will not apply if the 
competition concerns it has identified are outweighed by 

■ where the target’s UK turnover is over £120 million (approx-
imately €140.4 million or US$163.2 million), the filing fee 
will be £160,000 (approximately €187,200 or US$217,500).

Subject to some limited exceptions, the fee is payable in rela-
tion to all mergers that meet the jurisdictional thresholds and 
on which the CMA reaches a decision, regardless of whether 
the transaction is notified by the parties or whether Phase 2 is 
launched.  The main exception is where the interest acquired or 
being acquired is less than a controlling interest (e.g. where only 
material influence is acquired – see question 2.1).  In addition, 
businesses that qualify as small- or medium-sized enterprises 
within the definitions of the Companies Act 2006 are currently 
exempt from paying merger fees.  No fee is payable in relation to 
special public interest mergers (see question 2.7).

The fee will normally be levied at the time the CMA 
announces its decision whether to refer.  Where undertakings in 
lieu are required, fees are not payable until the undertakings are 
finalised and formally accepted by the CMA.  Fees are payable 
by the person (or group of people) submitting the CMA Merger 
Notice or, if the CMA launches an own-initiative investigation, 
by the person(s) acquiring control.

3.14 What impact, if any, do rules governing a public 
offer for a listed business have on the merger control 
clearance process in such cases?

The City Code on Takeovers and Mergers (“Code”) primarily 
applies to takeovers and mergers of any UK company listed on 
the London Stock Exchange or other regulated market or other 
multilateral trading facility in the UK (such as AIM).  

Previously, the Code differentiated between offers that fell 
within the jurisdiction of the CMA or the European Commis-
sion and those that fell within the jurisdiction of another regu-
latory authority.  This distinction has been removed for firm 
offers announced on or after 5 July 2021 and all regulatory 
clearances are treated consistently under the revised Code.  As a 
result, conditions relating to clearances from the CMA and the 
European Commission are now subject to the same “material 
significance” test as other offer conditions and to the oversight 
of the Takeover Panel. 

The revised Code permits the suspension of an offer time-
table if a condition relating to an official authorisation or regu-
latory clearance has not been satisfied or waived.  The time-
table may be suspended at the joint request of the parties or at 
the request of either party if a condition relating to a “material” 
official authorisation or regulatory clearance has not been satis-
fied or waived.  

While the requirement for an offer to lapse if a reference is 
made for a Phase 2 CMA inquiry has been removed, offerors 
may (and in practice usually will), subject to consent being 
provided by the Takeover Panel, continue to make the offer 
conditional on a formal decision being obtained that there will 
be no Phase 2 UK reference.  Such a condition may include a 
requirement that the clearance decision must be on terms satis-
factory to the offeror (for example, an unconditional clearance 
without remedies or that any Phase 1 conditions are commer-
cially acceptable).

The previous rules continue to apply to offers that were 
ongoing at 5 July 2021 and any subsequent offers that compete 
with firm offers announced before 5 July 2021.  

Where the proposed takeover is prohibited by a regulatory 
authority (or the SoS in public interest cases – see question 1.1), 
the offeror is prohibited from making a new offer for a period 
of six months.
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will be outweighed by the positive impact of relevant customer 
benefits arising out of the merger.  There are, however, only 
two cases in which a merger has been cleared at Phase 1 on the 
basis of this exception (i.e. University Hospitals Birmingham/Heart 
of England (2017) and Derby Teaching Hospitals/Burton Hospitals 
(2018), both on facts very specific to the healthcare sector).

Relevant customer benefits can also be taken into account 
at Phase 2.  Where a merger will reduce rivalry, but efficien-
cies are likely to lead to customer benefits, such as lower prices, 
better quality or greater innovation, this will go to the assess-
ment of how to remedy the adverse effects of the merger.  Rele-
vant customer benefits were relied upon by the CMA at Phase 2 
to clear a merger between two hospital trusts, despite having 
concluded that the merger would prima facie give rise to a substan-
tial lessening of competition (Central Manchester University Hospi-
tals/University Hospital of South Manchester (2017)).  This was the 
first merger to be cleared unconditionally at Phase 2 on the basis 
of relevant customer benefits following a finding of a substantial 
lessening of competition.  However, as with the other hospitals 
merger referred to above in relation to Phase 1, the facts of this 
case were very specific to the healthcare sector.

Relevant customer benefits must also be taken into account in 
designing Phase 1 or Phase 2 remedies.

4.3 Are non-competition issues taken into account in 
assessing the merger?

As noted above, the impact of a merger on the public interest may 
be taken into account in public interest merger cases (in addition 
to competition issues) (see question 1.1).  Special public interest 
mergers (see question 2.7) will be considered by reference only 
to public interest considerations, excluding any competition- 
related issues.

Water mergers are assessed by reference to a different test (see 
question 1.4), which focuses on whether the merger will result in 
the loss of a comparative efficiency benchmark.

4.4 What is the scope for the involvement of third 
parties (or complainants) in the regulatory scrutiny 
process?

The involvement of third parties is key to testing and verifying 
the statements of the merging parties.  The CMA issues press 
releases at the outset of both Phase 1 and Phase 2 investiga-
tions, inviting third parties to comment on the merger.  In addi-
tion, it actively contacts third parties to seek their views on a 
merger generally and on specific aspects of the assessment.  At 
each stage of the process, the parties will be required to provide 
contact details for major customers and competitors, who will 
be contacted for their views.

The level of involvement is largely for the third party to decide.  
Where it has substantial objections to a merger, it may decide 
to prepare detailed submissions to the competition authority.  
Third-party rights as such are not clearly defined in the legisla-
tion.  At Phase 2, however, there is a high degree of transparency 
and a third party will be able to access many of the key docu-
ments and submissions from the CMA’s website and may also 
be invited to attend a hearing with the CMA (not usually in the 
presence of the merging parties).

4.5 What information gathering powers (and sanctions) 
does the merger authority enjoy in relation to the 
scrutiny of a merger?

The prescribed Merger Notice requires the parties to provide a 
substantial amount of information when notifying a merger, and 

relevant consumer benefits that are expected to result from 
the merger.  However, the evidential burden of proving 
that benefits generated by the merger qualify as relevant 
customer benefits is high, and even if the benefits are 
accepted, the CMA rarely accepts that they outweigh any 
substantial lessening of competition.  There are only two 
examples to date of mergers being cleared at Phase 1 on 
this basis (University Hospitals Birmingham/Heart of England 
(2017) and Derby Teaching Hospitals/Burton Hospitals (2018), 
which involved mergers between public sector hospital 
groups, generating customer/patient benefits that were 
very specific to the healthcare sector); and

■ third, and again regardless of whether the merger has 
been completed, the CMA has discretion not to refer if the 
merger involves markets that are of insufficient importance 
to warrant reference – the de minimis or small-scale mergers 
exception.  The CMA considers that this exception will 
not usually be applied if the aggregate annual value of 
the markets in which the merger is expected to generate 
competition concerns is more than £15 million (approx-
imately €17.6 million or US$20.4 million at 2021 Euro-
pean Central Bank exchange rates).  On the other hand, 
it will usually be applied where the aggregate annual value 
of the markets concerned is £5 million or less (approxi-
mately €5.9 million or US$6.8 million at 2021 European 
Central Bank exchange rates).  The market share figure is 
adjusted in various ways to try to capture the likely adverse 
impact of the merger; therefore, the “market value” figure 
can be significantly different from the full value of sales in 
the market concerned.  However, even in mergers where 
this exception is potentially in play (on the basis of small 
market sizes), the CMA will consider the facts of the 
merger to determine whether application of the exception 
is appropriate.  It will review the strength of the compe-
tition concerns, the magnitude of competition that would 
be lost, the likely duration of the expected harm to compe-
tition, and the wider implications of exercising the discre-
tion beyond the case concerned.

Guidance on the use and application of these exceptions to 
the duty to refer is available at: https://www.gov.uk/governm- 
ent/publications/mergers-exceptions-to-the-duty-to-refer-and-
undertakings-in-lieu (this guidance has been adopted by the 
CMA and was updated in December 2018).  

The CMA is responsible for considering both Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 cases, and some of the Phase 1 staff will transfer to the 
Phase 2 investigation to ensure continuity and avoid duplica-
tion of work.  However, the decision-makers will be different 
(see question 1.1).

The published non-confidential versions of merger decisions 
provide a useful source of guidance as to the approach taken 
by the CMA to a range of substantive and procedural matters, 
including market definition, together with insights into the 
weighting applied to different types of evidence, such as internal 
documents and economic analysis.

4.2 To what extent are efficiency considerations taken 
into account?

Where merger efficiencies lead to increased rivalry between the 
merged entity and third-party competitors, this will lead to the 
question of whether the merger will lead to a substantial less-
ening of competition at all.

The Enterprise Act also makes specific provision in cases 
where the merger is found to give rise to a substantial lessening 
of competition.  As explained in question 4.1, the CMA’s duty 
to refer a merger will be overridden where it believes that the 
damaging impact of any substantial lessening of competition 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mergers-exceptions-to-the-duty-to-refer-and-undertakings-in-lieu
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mergers-exceptions-to-the-duty-to-refer-and-undertakings-in-lieu
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mergers-exceptions-to-the-duty-to-refer-and-undertakings-in-lieu
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4.6 During the regulatory process, what provision 
is there for the protection of commercially sensitive 
information?

It is not possible to withhold information from the CMA on the 
basis that it is confidential.  However, the CMA is fully aware 
of the commercial sensitivity of much of the information which 
is submitted to it and has strict confidentiality policies.  Infor-
mation leaks of sensitive material are extremely rare in practice.  
The CMA is, moreover, subject to an obligation under the Enter-
prise Act to maintain confidentiality and must have regard, in 
relation to information that it proposes to publish or otherwise 
disclose, to the extent to which disclosure could be prejudicial to 
the person or business concerned.  There are a number of provi-
sions to permit disclosure, including, in particular:
■ with consent; or
■ where disclosure is necessary to facilitate the exercise of 

certain of the CMA’s or another body’s statutory func-
tions.  For example, the CMA’s 2017 infringement decision 
in the specialist laundry market concerned a market sharing 
arrangement that came to the CMA’s attention in the context 
of a merger review.  

The parties (and third parties) will typically be given an 
opportunity to request excisions from the CMA’s final Phase 1 
and Phase 2 decisions prior to publication, in order to protect 
confidentiality.

5 The End of the Process: Remedies, 
Appeals and Enforcement

5.1 How does the regulatory process end?

Where the CMA decides there is no realistic prospect of a 
substantial lessening of competition arising from the merger, or 
where it does identify competition concerns but concludes that 
one of the exceptions to the duty to refer applies (see question 
4.1), Phase 1 will end with an announcement that the merger will 
not be referred to Phase 2.

Where the CMA concludes that there is a realistic prospect 
of a substantial lessening of competition and that none of the 
exceptions to the duty to refer applies, it will announce that it 
is intending to refer the merger unless undertakings in lieu of 
a reference can be agreed with the parties.  This triggers the 
period for negotiating Phase 1 remedies (see question 5.2).  
Once the discussion of remedies has concluded (or the parties 
have declined to offer them), the CMA will announce either that 
remedies have been agreed, closing Phase 1, or will refer the 
merger for a Phase 2 investigation.

Where a merger is referred for a Phase 2 investigation, the 
process ends with a decision by the CMA Inquiry Group on 
whether to clear the merger, whether remedies are required 
for conditional clearance, or whether to prohibit the merger 
outright.  The CMA publishes the non-confidential version of 
the report containing the reasons for its decision on the same 
day that the decision is announced.

Where Phase 2 clearance is conditional on remedies being 
implemented, the required remedies will be stated in outline 
terms in the CMA’s decision.  The negotiation of the detail of 
the remedies will then commence between the CMA on the one 
hand and the parties on the other.

The statutory deadlines for the acceptance of Phase 1 or 
Phase 2 remedies by the CMA are discussed in question 5.4.

the notification will not be considered “complete” until all that 
information has been provided, subject to any exceptions agreed 
with the CMA (see question 3.10).  Where the CMA’s Mergers 
Intelligence Committee investigates a merger on its own initia-
tive, it will initially send an enquiry letter requesting information 
about the merger, and may subsequently request further details.

The CMA has powers to issue a notice requiring any person 
(including third parties) to appear before it as a witness or to 
provide information or documents at any stage of the merger 
investigation, including before any notification has been made, 
during Phase 1 or Phase 2, during the process of identifying and 
negotiating Phase 1 or Phase 2 remedies, and in connection with 
the variation, replacement or release of agreed remedies.  Such 
a notice can also be issued in connection with a public interest 
case or a special public interest case (see questions 1.1 and 2.7, 
respectively).  The CMA guidance on requests for internal docu-
ments in merger investigations (published in January 2019) 
makes clear that it is likely to use notices as standard in investiga-
tions where internal documents are requested from main parties 
in both Phase 1 and Phase 2 merger investigations.

Where such a notice has been issued, the CMA can impose 
fines on parties or third parties who fail to supply information 
or who supply incomplete information, or who obstruct or delay 
the provision of a document which the CMA has required to be 
produced.  The fines are currently set at £30,000 (approximately 
€35,100 or US$40,800 at 2021 European Central Bank exchange 
rates) for each such failure, plus a daily fine of £15,000 (approx-
imately €17,600 or US$20,400 at 2021 European Central Bank 
exchange rates) for continuing delay.  More generally, the CMA 
considers that it is not obliged to have regard to any information 
received after the date reasonably specified for its receipt.  The 
CMA uses these formal powers to require information or docu-
ments to be provided primarily where it is encountering resist-
ance from the parties in relation to an informal request.

On 22 November 2017, the CMA made use of its fining 
powers for the first time, imposing a fixed penalty of £20,000 
on Hungryhouse for failing to disclose documents during the Just 
Eat/Hungryhouse merger inquiry.  The documents were responsive 
to a compulsory information request and were only provided to 
the CMA at a later stage in the inquiry, resulting in a delay to the 
enquiry timetable.  These fining powers have since been used on 
a number of further occasions.

In addition, it should be noted that a merger decision based 
on incomplete information may also be vulnerable to challenge.  
In 2014, the CAT quashed the Phase I clearance of the IRI/
Aztec merger as the parties had failed to disclose material infor-
mation to the OFT.  The case was reinvestigated and cleared 12 
months later.  In November 2020, the CAT quashed the CMA’s 
decision prohibiting the completed acquisition of Footasylum 
by JD Sports.  The CAT concluded that the CMA had not gath-
ered sufficient information on the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic.  In March 2021, the CMA was refused leave to appeal 
by the Court of Appeal and the case was remitted to the CMA 
for reconsideration.  On 2 September 2021, the CMA announced 
its provisional view that the acquisition gives rise to competition 
concerns and could lead to higher prices, less choice and a worse 
shopping experience for customers.

The CMA also has the power to “stop the clock” on the time-
frame for assessment where the parties fail to provide requested 
information by the specified deadline (see question 3.7).  In 
general, it is a criminal offence to knowingly or recklessly supply 
false or misleading information to the CMA in connection with 
a merger investigation.  This offence is wide enough to extend to 
the parties to the merger, third parties and the advisers to either 
of those groups, and is punishable by a fine and/or up to two 
years’ imprisonment.  The criminal and civil sanctions are alter-
natives and cannot both be used in relation to the same actions.
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However, remedy selection may be limited in a foreign-to-
foreign merger by the constraints of extra-territorial enforce-
ment.  For example, in Dräger Medical/Air Shields (2004) 
(involving the acquisition of a US business manufacturing 
neonatal warming therapy products by a German manufacturer 
of similar products, which were supplied to hospitals in the UK), 
the CC noted in its report that given the global nature of the 
merger and the fact that manufacturing took place overseas, it 
was likely that prohibition of the merger would be impractical 
(i.e. unenforceable), even if the CC found it to be an appropriate 
remedy.  In that case, undertakings were secured to maintain 
current product levels and prices until the end of 2007, when 
recommendations to relevant third parties to encourage new 
entry of foreign products, and to strengthen the potential for 
UK hospitals to increase their buyer power, were expected to 
have had an impact.  These issues are likely to become more 
relevant following the end of the Brexit Transition Period, as the 
CMA is now required to review foreign-to-foreign transactions 
that have hitherto been reviewed by the European Commission.

5.4 At what stage in the process can the negotiation of 
remedies be commenced? Please describe any relevant 
procedural steps and deadlines.

It is possible to commence a dialogue on possible remedies 
from the outset of the CMA’s investigation, or even during pre- 
notification discussions ahead of the commencement of the 
Phase 1 investigation, if the parties so wish.  However, the ques-
tion of possible remedies is not required to be discussed until 
after the CMA has taken its Phase 1 decision on whether the test 
for reference to Phase 2 is satisfied.  This enables the parties to 
wait to see whether the CMA considers that its duty to make a 
Phase 2 reference has been engaged – if not, the issue of reme-
dies does not need to be addressed.  Some parties prefer this 
approach, since discussing remedies in advance of knowing 
whether the CMA has identified a potential substantial less-
ening of competition is sometimes considered a tacit acknowl-
edgment of potential competition concerns, particularly in 
finely balanced cases.

Phase 1 
If the CMA decides at the end of Phase 1 that its duty to refer 
applies, the parties have five working days after receiving 
the CMA’s reasoned decision in which to make their offer of 
undertakings in lieu.  In practice, this means that planning for 
possible Phase 1 remedies must be well advanced before the 
CMA’s Phase 1 decision.  The submission must include a written 
response addressing the various points set out in the CMA’s 
Remedies Form, and a draft text of the undertakings, which 
should be based on the CMA’s undertakings in lieu template 
(both of these documents are available at: https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/undertakings-in-lieu-of-reference-
form).  The CMA must decide whether to pursue such under-
takings no more than 10 working days after announcement of 
its Phase 1 decision.  If it decides to proceed down this route, the 
CMA has a period of 50 working days from the announcement 
of its Phase 1 decision to negotiate the text of the undertakings 
with the parties, consult and announce the acceptance of the 
undertakings.  It may extend the 50-working-day period by up 
to 40 working days where there are special reasons for doing so.

Phase 2 
At Phase 2, the question of remedies has previously not normally 
been raised until the CMA has issued its provisional findings.  
If the CMA provisionally concludes that the merger is unob-
jectionable, then the question of remedies does not need to be 

5.2 Where competition problems are identified, is it 
possible to negotiate “remedies” which are acceptable to 
the parties?

Where competition problems are identified, remedies in the 
form of structural, behavioural, or a combination of structural 
and behavioural undertakings may be negotiated at both Phase 1 
and Phase 2.

At Phase 1, undertakings may be offered in lieu of reference, but 
must be “clear cut” solutions to the competition concerns.  As 
such, structural remedies (in particular, divestments) are likely 
to be considered more suitable than behavioural remedies.  At 
Phase 2, there is also a stated preference for structural remedies.  
In practice, however, there are examples at both Phases 1 and 2 
of behavioural remedies being accepted.  It should be noted that, 
particularly at Phase 1, it is up to the parties to take the initiative 
in suggesting potential remedies to identified concerns.  The 
CMA will not take the lead in this regard.

Remedies will usually take the form of legally binding “under-
takings” given to the CMA and signed by the parties.  Where 
the parties are not prepared to give undertakings, or where they 
are not appropriate, the CMA has powers at Phase 2 to impose 
remedies on the parties by way of an administrative order (or 
at Phase 1, negotiation of the proposed remedies can simply be 
abandoned in favour of making a Phase 2 reference).  If reme-
dies cannot be secured within the Phase 1 deadline, the merger 
will be referred to Phase 2.

The full text of undertakings and orders (subject to redaction 
of confidential information) will be published on the CMA’s 
website and entered in the Register of Undertakings and Orders, 
which is maintained by the CMA.

Liaison by the CMA with other national competition authori-
ties also reviewing the merger, in order to coordinate the process 
of identifying appropriate remedies, is possible in principle, 
although in practice this depends to a large degree on whether 
the timeframes for assessment of the various authorities make 
liaison and discussion practical.  Particularly where a merger is 
subject to a Phase 2 investigation in the UK, national timeframes 
may differ to a sufficient degree that liaison with other national 
competition authorities over remedies becomes difficult.

In 2018, the CMA published updated guidance on its approach 
to remedies in Phase 1 and Phase 2, which is available at: https://
assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/764372/Merger_remedies_guid-
ance.pdf.

5.3 To what extent have remedies been imposed in 
foreign-to-foreign mergers?

As noted above, the manner in which the jurisdictional thresh-
olds operate mean that foreign-to-foreign mergers will often fall 
outside the jurisdiction of the UK merger control regime (see 
questions 2.4 and 2.6).  Where the parties are based outside the 
UK, but either the turnover test or share of supply test is met, 
the CMA has the same powers to investigate the transaction and 
impose remedies, as in cases involving UK-based companies.

The Court of Appeal has confirmed that remedies can extend 
to a business’s conduct outside the UK, provided the business is 
being carried out in the UK.  There does not have to be a link 
between its UK activities and the markets being considered in 
the merger analysis (Akzo Nobel v CC (2014)).  This means that 
remedies can be (and regularly are) imposed on parent compa-
nies outside the UK as well as on its subsidiaries that are directly 
involved in the merger (provided the parent business has some 
involvement in UK business activities).

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/undertakings-in-lieu-of-reference-form
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/undertakings-in-lieu-of-reference-form
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/undertakings-in-lieu-of-reference-form
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/764372/Merger_remedies_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/764372/Merger_remedies_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/764372/Merger_remedies_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/764372/Merger_remedies_guidance.pdf
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■ a post-divestment commitment to remain separate from 
the divested business and not to have any interest in it;

■ provisions dealing with the appointment, functions and 
mandate of any trustee; and

■ various information and compliance obligations to facil-
itate monitoring of compliance with the undertakings.  
In some cases, a monitoring trustee may be appointed to 
report on compliance, particularly where “hold separate” 
undertakings are required to keep the merging business 
separate from the business to be divested.

5.6 Can the parties complete the merger before the 
remedies have been complied with?

As explained above (see question 3.4), it is not necessary to obtain 
clearance prior to completing a merger in the UK.  However, the 
CMA has discretionary powers to suspend all integration steps 
from the outset of a Phase 1 inquiry in respect of both antici-
pated and completed mergers, as well as powers to reverse any 
integration steps that have already been taken (see question 3.8).  
For example, in February 2019, the CMA served an Unwinding 
Order on Tobii AB, Smartbox Assistive Technology Limited 
and Sensory Software International Limited in relation to the 
completed acquisition by Tobii of Smartbox and Sensory Soft-
ware.  It is standard practice for an IEO to be issued in rela-
tion to all completed mergers at Phase 1 (which will be kept in 
place throughout the Phase 1 investigation unless it becomes 
clear that there are no competition concerns).

Once a reference for a Phase 2 review has been made, the 
general position is that completion (or any further integration) 
may not take place without the consent of the CMA (although 
the parties will be able to complete an acquisition by share 
purchase if legally obliged to do so (see question 3.8)).  The 
CMA will typically impose an IO on the parties, which usually 
adopts and continues the Phase 1 IEO in respect of completed 
mergers (again, see question 3.8).

In relation to a merger that has not been completed, where:
■ the CMA decides not to refer but to accept undertakings in 

lieu of reference; or
■ Phase 2 clearance is granted conditional on certain reme-

dies being given, 
integration of the merging businesses can usually commence 
once the detail of the remedies has been agreed and they have 
been formally signed by the parties and accepted by the CMA. 

Similarly, formal completion of the transaction is not normally 
required to be delayed until the remedies have been fulfilled; 
however, this clearly depends on the terms of the undertakings 
(some remedies operate on a “fix it first” basis such that the parties 
must have entered into legally binding arrangements to fulfil the 
remedies before completion of the merger itself can occur). 

In any case, completion must be in accordance with the 
terms of the undertakings.  Thus, if it has been agreed that a 
particular business will be divested, it is likely that the remedies 
will include holding separate undertakings to prevent the busi-
ness due to be divested from being integrated into the merged 
business post-completion.  Completion of the transaction must 
therefore take those commitments into account and ensure they 
are satisfied.

5.7 How are any negotiated remedies enforced?

Where undertakings given to the competition authorities are not 
complied with, an order can be issued to require the parties to 
fulfil their commitments.  The CMA has powers to make an IO to 
ensure that the effectiveness of the eventual order is not prejudiced 

considered at all.  Where the CMA provisionally concludes that 
the merger will have an adverse effect on competition, proposed 
remedies will then be outlined in the provisional findings, or 
more often in a separate remedies notice.  The proposals will 
then be discussed with the parties (and third parties).  Where the 
CMA decides to grant conditional clearance, the outline of the 
required remedies will be announced with the CMA’s decision.

As noted above, however, in a Phase 2 investigation, the 
parties may now “concede” that a merger leads to a substan-
tial lessening of competition within (a) specific market(s) for 
goods or services in the UK, by waiving their right to chal-
lenge that position.  Parties may consider this approach to facil-
itate the efficient conduct of the case by, for example, aligning 
the CMA’s remedies process with proceedings in other jurisdic-
tions.  In addition, as noted below, a number of reforms have 
also been proposed to improve the efficiency of the merger 
review process, including enabling the CMA to accept binding 
commitments earlier in a Phase 2 investigation.

The detail of Phase 2 remedies must be negotiated, consulted 
on and implemented (by way of order or acceptance of under-
takings) within 12 weeks of the publication of the CMA’s final 
report following its Phase 2 review.  This deadline is extend-
able by a further six weeks where the CMA considers there to be 
special reasons for doing so.

5.5 If a divestment remedy is required, does the merger 
authority have a standard approach to the terms and 
conditions to be applied to the divestment?

The CMA’s website provides a template for Phase 1 divestment 
undertakings (see question 5.4).  There is no corresponding pro 
forma for Phase 2 undertakings, although accepted remedies 
are published and provide precedents.  The CMA published 
a consolidated guidance document on merger remedies on 13 
December 2018, available at: https://assets.publishing.service.
gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data 
/file/764372/Merger_remedies_guidance.pdf.

At both Phase 1 and Phase 2, the key provisions in divestment 
undertakings include the following:
■ a commitment to sell the business to be divested (in some 

cases, an alternative business or set of assets may have to 
be sold if no purchaser can be found for the initial divest-
ment business).  It is preferred that an existing business 
be sold, rather than a bundle of assets selected for the 
purpose of the divestment;

■ a requirement to obtain the prior approval of the CMA 
for the nominated purchaser of the divested business.  
Such consent will be in addition to any merger notifica-
tions and clearances the divestment may trigger.  In some 
cases, where divestment is considered risky due to a small 
number of potential purchasers, the CMA may require the 
purchaser to be identified and approved before the divest-
ment undertakings can be approved (i.e. an “up-front 
purchaser” requirement);

■ a fixed deadline within which the business must be sold – 
this is typically kept confidential to avoid weakening the 
negotiating position of the seller, but will usually be in the 
range of three to six months;

■ where the fixed deadline for divestment cannot be met, the 
undertakings will include the provision for a divestment 
trustee to be appointed by the CMA (at the expense of 
the parties) to oversee the sale of the business on the best 
terms that can be achieved;

■ a commitment to maintain the business to be divested as a 
going concern, to try to ensure that its employees remain, 
maintain and preserve its assets and to ensure no degrada-
tion in the goods and services it supplies;

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/764372/Merger_remedies_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/764372/Merger_remedies_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/764372/Merger_remedies_guidance.pdf
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relevant merger situation must be made within four weeks of the 
date on which the applicant was notified of the disputed decision.

In very exceptional circumstances, this deadline may be 
extended; however, the CAT has previously indicated that 
instances where such circumstances exist are likely to be rare.  One 
example is the BSkyB/ITV case (2008), where the deadline for 
BSkyB to lodge an application to appeal against the CC’s report 
was extended in order to be coterminous with the deadline for 
appealing against the SoS’s decision on the CC’s report, given the 
interlinked nature of the report and the SoS’s decision in this case 
(which was the first Phase 2 public interest case – see question 1.1).

5.11 Is there a time limit for enforcement of merger 
control legislation?

The CMA can refer a merger situation for a Phase 2 inquiry at 
any time up to four months from the date of completion of the 
transaction, or from the date on which facts about the trans-
action became public (e.g. when it is announced, or when it 
receives significant press coverage in the national or trade press), 
whichever is later.  Thereafter, the CMA is time barred and no 
Phase 2 reference is possible.  There are limited circumstances 
under which this time limit can be extended.  For example:
■ where a series of transactions between the same parties 

takes place over a period of up to two years, it may be 
possible to treat the whole transaction sequence as having 
occurred on the date of the final stage, and thereby to refer 
the whole series for a Phase 2 inquiry (see question 2.8); and

■ where the CMA has issued a formal statutory request for 
information in relation to its inquiries about a merger and 
a sufficient answer has not been received, time will be 
suspended in relation to the four-month reference deadline.

6 Miscellaneous

6.1 To what extent does the merger authority in your 
jurisdiction liaise with those in other jurisdictions?

It is common for the CMA to engage in case-specific liaison with 
competition authorities in other jurisdictions that are reviewing 
the same merger.  The extent of this liaison depends on the time-
frames for assessment and whether there are any formal coop-
eration agreements in place with other competition authorities.

Since the UK left the EU, the CMA has ceased to be a member 
of the European Competition Network, which comprises the 
national authorities of all EU Member States, together with the 
European Commission – members of which receive notice of all 
transactions notified to the authorities of other Member States 
and of those notified to the European Commission.  However, 
in practice, the CMA continues to cooperate closely with the 
European Commission.

However, the CMA participates in the International Compe-
tition Network, particularly as regards the development and 
promotion of best practice.  In addition, in September 2020, 
the CMA signed new framework agreements with five of its 
international counterpart competition authorities to improve 
cooperation on investigations: the Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission; the New Zealand Commerce Commis-
sion; Competition Bureau Canada; the United States Department 
of Justice; and the United States Federal Trade Commission. 

6.2 What is the recent enforcement record of the 
merger control regime in your jurisdiction?

In recent years, the CMA has reviewed approximately 60 cases per 
year (2021/2022: 55, 2020/2021: 38, 2019/2020: 62, 2018/2019: 

in the interim.  Civil proceedings may also be used to enforce an 
undertaking or order, and the CMA could, for example, seek an 
injunction from the High Court to enforce compliance.

Third parties have rights under the Enterprise Act to bring an 
action for breach of statutory duty against a party to an under-
taking or order who does not comply with it, where the third 
party has suffered loss or damage.

5.8 Will a clearance decision cover ancillary 
restrictions?

Ancillary restrictions agreed as part of a merger or acquisition (for 
example, a restrictive covenant to protect the goodwill acquired by 
the purchaser) are not subject to wider competition law controls, 
provided they are directly related and necessary to the merger 
transaction.  The CMA considers that it is no better placed than 
the parties to assess whether a competition restriction in the legal 
arrangements surrounding the merger is directly related to and 
necessary for the transaction.  Parties seeking confirmation of the 
ancillary nature of a restriction must therefore expressly request 
the review of a restriction by the CMA and explain why the 
request raises novel or unresolved questions giving rise to genuine 
uncertainty.  Given the statutory deadline for Phase 1 reviews by 
the CMA, it will not usually agree to a request to review an ancil-
lary restraint unless the matter has been explored to a sufficient 
degree during pre-notification discussions.

As noted above in response to question 4.6, information 
provided to the CMA pursuant to its merger functions may 
be shared with other parts of the CMA.  An agreement that 
includes excessive or disproportionate ancillary restrictions may 
therefore result in enforcement action being taken by the CMA.

5.9 Can a decision on merger clearance be appealed?

The Enterprise Act gives both the parties and third parties 
aggrieved by a decision taken by the CMA or the SoS in connec-
tion with merger control under the Enterprise Act, the right to 
seek judicial review of that decision by way of an application to 
the CAT.  Judicial reviews focus on the legality of the decision- 
making process and do not amount to a full appeal on the merits.  
“Persons aggrieved” can appeal all or part of the decision, 
including any remedies.  The parties to the merger would normally 
qualify as persons aggrieved, as will third parties who can demon-
strate that their interests have been prejudicially affected or that 
they have a direct interest in the outcome of the application.

The UK legal system is made up of three separate legal juris-
dictions: England and Wales; Scotland; and Northern Ireland, 
which each have a separate court system and apply their own 
legal principles.  Review of a merger decision will be undertaken 
by the CAT on the basis of the judicial review principles of the 
appropriate jurisdiction.  To date, however, all reviews of merger 
decisions by the CAT have been conducted on the basis of the 
principles of judicial review of the law of England and Wales.  
This may change in the medium term, in light of the recent 
expansion of the CMA’s Edinburgh office.

Statistically, it remains the case that few merger decisions 
are appealed in the UK; however, the number of challenges 
has increased significantly by comparison to the previous UK 
merger control regime (before June 2003).

5.10 What is the time limit for any appeal?

Any application to appeal a decision of the CMA or the SoS in 
connection with a reference (or possible reference) in respect of a 
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establishment of a separate digital regulator.  Several reports on 
competition and digital markets have been published, including 
the Furman Report, the LEAR Report on digital merger review 
(commissioned by the CMA) and advice by the CMA’s Digital 
Markets Taskforce.

The Furman Report (titled “Unlocking Digital Competi-
tion”) was published in March 2019 and included a number of 
proposals to the UK Government, including:
■ the CMA should further prioritise the scrutiny of mergers 

in digital markets and closely consider harm to innovation 
and impacts on potential competition in its assessment of 
those mergers;

■ digital companies of key strategic importance should be 
designated with a “strategic market status” (“SMS”) and 
should be required to make the CMA aware of all intended 
acquisitions;

■ the CMA’s Merger Assessment Guidelines should be 
updated to reflect modern digital markets; and

■ changes should be made to legislation to permit the CMA to 
use a “balance of harms” approach which takes into account 
the scale, as well as the likelihood of harm, in merger cases 
involving potential competition and harm to innovation.

The LEAR Report was published on 3 June 2019 and consid-
ered three key areas:
■ how potential competition theories of harm are generally 

assessed under the current merger control framework;
■ whether the assessment undertaken in five recent digital 

merger clearance decisions was reasonable based on the 
evidence available at the time; and

■ whether, with the benefit of hindsight, clearance in those 
cases led to a detrimental outcome, given the way the market 
subsequently evolved.

The LEAR Report concludes that there were certain gaps in 
the way the selected previous cases were analysed, although these 
gaps do not undermine the legitimacy of the clearance decisions 
and it is not always clear whether competitive harm has arisen 
as a result of such gaps.  The LEAR Report made a number 
of recommendations for best practice when considering similar 
issues in the future, including adjustments to the definition of 
the counterfactual (by accepting more uncertainty and using 
a longer timeframe for the assessment of future market devel-
opments), enriching the information set relied upon (including 
through possible use of dawn raids), and developing a better 
baseline understanding of key markets in the digital sector, in 
particular likely entry strategies.

7.2 Have there been any changes to law, process or 
guidance in relation to digital mergers (or are any such 
changes being proposed or considered)?

In November 2020, the UK Government announced that it 
would set up a Digital Markets Unit (“DMU”) to oversee a pro- 
competitive regime for digital platforms.  The DMU is part of 
the CMA and was launched in April 2021. 

In February 2021, the CMA published its second Digital 
Markets Strategy, noting the significant amount of work under-
taken in the digital sphere since July 2019.  Since its first Digital 
Markets Strategy in 2019, the CMA has published revised Merger 
Assessment Guidelines to ensure the process for assessing 
whether a merger could harm competition reflects the impact of 
digital technologies on how businesses compete.  

The CMA’s Digital Markets Taskforce published its advice 
on a pro-competitive regime for digital markets in December 
2020 and in July 2021, BEIS launched a consultation building 
on this advice.  As part of this, BEIS consulted on a new 

57, 2017/2018: 63, 2016/2017: 58), of which around six to 13 
Phase 2 reviews have been opened.  The lower number of cases 
for 2020/2021 reflects the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Between 1 April 2021 and 31 March 2022, the CMA issued 55 
Phase 1 merger decisions.  The CMA gave clearances at Phase 1 to 
34 mergers, accepted undertakings in lieu in six cases, and referred 
10 cases to Phase 2.  In the same period, eight Phase 2 reviews were 
completed, of which two were unconditionally cleared, two were 
cleared subject to remedies, three were prohibited and one case was 
abandoned by the merging parties.

The CMA has become more robust in the use of its proce-
dural fining powers in the last few years, with fines imposed 
for breaches of Interim Measures and information requests (see 
further questions 3.7 and 4.5).

6.3 Are there any proposals for reform of the merger 
control regime in your jurisdiction?

In July 2021, BEIS published a consultation on reforming 
competition and consumer policy.  The consultation followed 
a number of reports (including the Furman Report, a report by 
a panel of experts in the digital competition sphere, chaired by 
Jason Furman, and the Penrose Report), which recommended 
wide-ranging reforms.  In April 2022, BEIS published the UK 
Government’s response to its consultation on reforming compe-
tition and consumer policy.  As proposed in the consultation, 
the UK Government plans to amend the jurisdictional merger 
control thresholds as follows:
■ the target turnover threshold will be increased from £70 

million to £100 million (in line with inflation); 
■ a safe harbour will be introduced to exempt mergers from 

review where each party’s UK turnover is less than £10 
million; and

■ a third limb will be added, which would permit the CMA to 
assert jurisdiction over a merger where any party has at least 
a 33% share of supply and has a UK turnover of more than 
£350 million.  This is designed to enable the CMA to review 
potential “killer acquisitions” (acquisitions of small chal-
lenger start-up businesses by large incumbents) more easily.

A number of reforms have also been proposed to improve the 
efficiency of the merger review process, including: 
■ enabling the CMA to accept binding commitments earlier 

in a Phase 2 investigation; and 
■ enhancing and streamlining the merger “fast-track” proce-

dure by enabling parties to request a fast-track referral at any 
stage during pre-notification discussions and Phase 1, and 
removing the requirement that the parties accept that the 
merger may create a substantial lessening of competition.

In addition, in May 2022, BEIS published its response to its 
consultation on a new pro-competition regime for digital markets 
(see section 7 below).

6.4 Please identify the date as at which your answers 
are up to date.

The answers are up to date as at 13 October 2022.

7 Is Merger Control Fit for Digital Services 
& Products?

7.1 Is there or has there been debate in your 
jurisdiction on the suitability of current merger control 
tools to address digital mergers?

There has been a significant amount of debate in this area 
over the past couple of years, calling for reform and for the 
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7.3 Have there been any cases that have highlighted 
the difficulties of dealing with digital mergers, and how 
have these been handled?

The LEAR Report considered several recent merger decisions 
taken by the UK authorities in the digital services industry: Face-
book/Instagram; Google/Waze; Priceline/Kayak; Expedia/Trivago; and 
Amazon/The Book Depository.

In particular, the LEAR Report notes that during considera-
tion of the Facebook/Instagram merger (which was cleared by the 
OFT in August 2012), the OFT did not precisely define the rele-
vant market of either undertaking.  For this and other reasons, 
the LEAR Report concludes that there were a number of gaps 
in the analysis carried out regarding the proposed merger.  BEIS 
also refers to the Facebook/Instagram merger in its consultation 
on a pro-competitive regime for digital markets to illustrate why 
it may be beneficial to amend the threshold for intervention 
at Phase 2; in that case, the evidence suggested a realistic but 
uncertain chance that Instagram would grow and compete with 
Facebook, which would not have enabled the OFT to intervene. 

Digital mergers have also previously given rise to questions 
over jurisdiction; for example, the Sabre/Farelogix merger (see 
further question 2.4 above), where the CMA used its broad discre-
tion when applying the share of supply to assert jurisdiction.

pro-competitive regime for digital markets, which includes 
proposals for new merger control rules for digital companies 
that have been designated as having SMS.  The DMU will have 
the ability to designate firms with SMS if it concludes that a 
firm has substantial and entrenched market power in at least 
one activity which gives it a strategic position.  Specifically, the 
proposed new merger control regime would require firms desig-
nated with SMS to inform the CMA of their most significant 
mergers.  BEIS has indicated that this would apply to transac-
tions where the SMS firm acquires over 15% of the equity or 
voting rights after the transaction, the value of the SMS firm’s 
holding is over £25 million and the transaction meets a UK 
nexus test.  Following consultation, BEIS has decided not to 
proceed with proposals to lower the threshold for intervention 
at Phase 2 for such cases to “a realistic prospect of a substantial 
lessening of competition”.
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